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Abstract

In this paper, we describe BUPT-MCPRL Instance Search (INS) algorithm and evaluation results
at TRECVID 2020. Only visual information is used. Specifically, person retrieval includes face
recognition and person tracking, and three kinds of action retrieval methods, i.e., emotion-related
actions detection, human-object interactions identification and general actions recognition are
implemented. We submit four runs for automatic INS, a brief description is as follows:

y F_M_A_E_BUPT_MCPRL_1: Extract action features by ECOfull only
y F_P_A_E_BUPT_MCPRL_2: Extract action features by ECOfull only
y F_M_A_E_BUPT_MCPRL_3: Extract action features by ECOfull and STGCN,

Re-ranking actions with QE
y F_P_A_E_BUPT_MCPRL_4: Extract action features by ECOfull and STGCN,

Re-ranking actions with QE
The final results are summarized in Table 1. More details will be given in the following

sections.
Table 1. Results for each run

Run ID mAP
F_M_A_E_BUPT_MCPRL_1 13.5
F_P_A_E_BUPT_MCPRL_2 13.0
F_M_A_E_BUPT_MCPRL_3 14.2
F_P_A_E_BUPT_MCPRL_4 12.7

1. Method

To balance the efficiency and effectiveness on such a large dataset, we extract video key frames
with a sample rate of 5 fps for every shot. To retrieve specific persons doing specific action, we
consider how to achieve satisfying results in person retrieval and action recognition respectively
and fuse them in an appropriate manner.

1.1 Persons retrieval

For persons retrieval, the goal is to find all the video shots that contain the queried person and
track its position in all frames within the shot. To achieve this goal, it will first use face
recognition to find the target person, and then track its position in all the frame of the video shot
using object tracking algorithms.



1.1.1 Face recognition

To do the face recognition, we take the following steps: (1) Detect faces at every 5 frames in
shots. (2) Describe faces being detected with designed features. (3) Select metric method to
distinguish different faces.

For the first step, we adopt the MTCNN method[1] which has proved its accuracy and
efficiency in face detection. For the second step, we extract a 128-dim vector representing the face
feature for every detected faces with the help of dlib library[2]. Finally, we conduct cosine
distance between the target person’s features and detected person’s feature. We can get five rank
lists for a target person because each target person has five example images. We employ adaptive
fusion scheme[3] to the five rank lists for each target person. This method make progress
obviously by our own observation(Figure 1).

Figure 1. Face recognition results display. We select Bradley and Sean as an example. From
the left column to the right column are the 1st, 1000-th, 3000-th, 5000-th and 10000-th
retrieval results respectively.

1.1.2 Person tracking

Since the face recognition method is based on images, if we can’t see the target person’s face
clearly (for example, when one turns his back to the camera), this frame may not be detected. This
may cause us to miss many correct results. So we adopted person tracking to address this
problem(Figure 2).

For every person in each shot, the first frame where the target person appears is used as the
initialization frame, and the object tracker is initialized according to the bounding box of the
person. The bounding box can be obtained by extending the detected face box with a specific ratio.
ResNet50-SiamRPN is chosen as the object tracking model. In this way, we can get the location
sequences of all the target persons in the shot, which is used for subsequent feature extraction and
action recognition.

1.2 Instance Retrieval

For instance retrieval, we divide instances into three categories: emotion-related actions,
human-object interactions and general actions.

1.2.1 Emotion-related action retrieval

We group crying, laughing and shouting together as the first category. We use emotion



recognition to retrieve scenes in which someone is sad, happy or angry. We train emotion
recognition models based on Region Attention Network[4] while taking FERPlus[5] and CK+[6]
datasets as main training set. Data augment is also performed, including horizontal flip and
random cropping.

1.2.2 Human-object interactions retrieval

To retrieve human-object interactions, we explore the dependences between semantic objects
and human keypoints by using object detection and pose estimation models.

For the object detection, we choose YOLOv4 trained on COCO to detect key objects such as
couch, phone, person etc. However, for the detection of objects that not in COCO (such as
cigarettes), we used few-shot detection [7] due to the lack of data. For each class, we downloaded
and annotated 30 images as a training set.

For the pose estimation, we feed the sequence of human bounding boxes gained from person
tracking into HRNet to estimate human poses (Figure 2). Then, we simply calculate the distance
between object location and target person’s interactive keypoint to measure the dependences of
object-pose such as ‘holding_glass’, ‘holding_phone’ and ‘sit_on_couch’. Based on the strength
of the dependences, we divide the initial ranklist into several groups.

Figure 2. The person retrieval and pose estimation result of a sequence of key frames from one
shot. In this shot, heather is opening the door and entering the room. As we can see, in the first
four frames, heather’s face can not be seen. Besides, her face in the 5th frame is not clear
enough. Only the face in the 6th frame can be detected with a high score. To get enough
information to recognize this action, we must backtrack heather’s position in the first 5 frames
using the detected box in the 6th frame.

1.2.3 General actions retrieval

Other instances involve human-human interactions and complex actions, such as kissing,
hugging and go up-down stairs, could be easily recognized by action recognition models.

In experiments, we choose two different models to extract the feature for action recognition.
The first one is image-based method named ECOfull, it can extract action features directly from
the raw video. However, in the daily life scene, there will be a lot of information irrelevant to the
action of persons, which will have certain interference to the prediction effect of the model.
Therefore, we introduced STGCN to extract features only base on the human pose. Since we have
estimated the human pose using HRNet, this approach is easy to implement. In practice, both
models are trained on the Kinetics-600 dataset.

Given the action to be retrieved, if similar actions are included in the Kinetics-600 dataset, the
final output probability is directly used for ranking and retrieval; Otherwise, the cosine distance



between the probability feature output by the penultimate layer of the model and the probability
feature of the example video is calculated, and ranking and retrieval are performed according to
the cosine distance. The long clips are divided into multiple short shots. For the retrieval results of
multiple shots, we take the most similar retrieval result as the final result. There are multiple
example videos for the same action, and each example video can be calculated to obtain a retrieval
list, which are weighted to obtain the final retrieval list. In practice, due to the small number of
example videos, we use query expansion to simulate more example videos in order to obtain a
higher recall rate. Specifically, we select the ten most similar shots retrieved for each queried
action, and then calculate the probability features of these shots and take the average value as a
new query.

In addition, in order to improve the final retrieval result, the retrieval results of all the actions in
the first two categories described in 1.2.1 and 1.2.2 are re-ranked according to the retrieval list
obtained by the action recognition.

2. Conclusion

This year, we improve person retrieval by introducing object tracking algorithm, which helps to
backtrack the important frames that can’t be retrieved only by face recognition method. We also
introduce STGCN to improve ECOfull in action retrieval task. Moreover, object detection and
emotion recognition models are updated to achieve better performance. In the next year, we will
try to mine more information from text and audio.
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